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 THE MUSICAL TIMES.-JULY I, 1914- 445

 MUSICAL NOTATION :

 PRACTICAL WAYS OF EXPRESSING

 DETAILS OF MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

 BY H. ELLIOT BUTTON.

 As musical compositions get more complicated,
 elaborate, and difficult of execution, it is increasingly
 incumbent upon the composer to present his meaning
 in a form that will help the performer to grasp that
 meaning with as little trouble as possible.

 The object of these articles is to point out to
 composers, arrangers, and editors, the difficulties
 they often unwittingly place in the path of executants,
 and to suggest various means of obviating those
 difficulties.

 PRELIMINARY HINTS.

 Strive for clearness and consistency ;
 Use no unnecessary or ambiguous signs;
 MS. intended for the printer should be written on

 one side of the paper only, and clefs and key-
 signatures should appear at least once on each
 page ;

 Use groups to show beats, and slurs to show
 phrases; and conversely

 I)o not use grouping as a means of showing
 phrasing, or slurs to show the beats in a bar.

 SECTION I.-TIME-SIGNATURES, GROUPING OF

 NOTES, ETC.

 By far the most convenient 'pulse' unit is the
 crotchet or the dotted ;crotchet, and the reason
 for this is not difficult to find. The adoption of this
 unit obviously gives less trouble to the writer of a
 manuscript, as a crotchet is more easily written than a
 minim. It also lends itself to concision in grouping,
 and can be so used as to keep the time-signature in
 the mind of the performer. Thus :

 Te Deuin in E. CHARLES MACPHERSON.

 --_ . --7 -- I ~ S iI i ,
 , , .

 looks like 6-4, but it is in reality 3-2. This would
 clearly be shown if written with the crotchet as unit,
 thus:

 Again, the grouping of:

 shows the double accent of the 6-8 bar, which is
 obscured when the dotted-minim-unit is used:

 Such passages as:
 Jubilate in A. CROFT. Jubilate in A. CROFT.

 --_-e
 are much simplified if written thus:

 It will at once be seen that the same advantage
 obtains even to a greater extent in 9-8 and 12-8 time.

 A century or so ago some composers wrote slow
 movements in quaver- or semiquaver-unit time, and
 fast movements in minim-unit time. In the slow
 movements this led to very long bars, in which it is
 extremely difficult to realise the 'beats' at sight.
 With the crotchet-unit such passages as the following
 are made far clearer and more easily read:

 Sonata Pathltique (Op. 13), BEETHcOVEN.
 Slow quaver unit (8-8)1 1

 _ 7 ,l l- l-lI I II = - _ .
 &c.

 _0- --

 Crotchet unit (4 4)

 ". " ,? -- -- ,-.' ~.i?--:I. .7W 1 Jo-

 Li

 -- " '   ':- " . __ _.. . -..'

 .-B= .-  _ .. .  . . . ., = 
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 Fast minim-unit (2-2) Ibid.

 M-9-
 &c.

 z~10-0 _7 _

 Crotchet-unit (4-4)

 -m jw i - 1& c .

 Here it may be contended that, by throwing two
 bars into one, the composer's intention has been
 violated. But is this so? Let us examine the result

 carefully. We find that the strong accent comes
 only half as often as in the original, that is, on the C's,
 and that the F's have only the medium accent. Is
 not this exactly what one's xesthetic sense dictates?
 And so throughout it will be found that by this
 method the true rhythm of the movement is .made
 clear. That Beethoven intended this rhythm is
 conclusively proved by the fact that he added a
 silent bar at the end. When written in 4-4 (as in
 the example above), the necessity of this silent bar is
 at once obvious.

 The signs , and ( should, I venture to say,
 never be used. e has been made to represent 8-8

 (as in the above example), 4-4, and 4-2, and 0 to show
 2-2 and 4-2. It is difficult to see why signs so
 ambiguous have not been abandoned long ago, as the
 figure time-signatures are so perfectly clear in their
 meaning.

 Care should be taken to group notes in such a
 manner as plainly to show the half-bar in 4-4 or 6-8 :

 -t?i~-1
 r ~" I i i=

 becomes more distinct when written thus

 A -No

 because the bar is divided into its two halves:

 Notes on a weak accent should never be dotted

 across a stronger accent. Two examples will be
 sufficient to show the advantage of using tied, instead
 of dotted, notes in such instances:

 - L I

 _-4

 should be written thus:

 I'--

 A L . I iI ,

 Quartet in A minor (Op. 132), BEETHOVEN.
 Adagio. Vi. IIII

 Viola. .1

 Cello. -

 Should be written thus

 Adagio. Vi .11 ._.

 W-0 W -- - - O

 I Voa -N- --___--- ___ -----I - . __ ___- -
 --NiMI

 Cello. 6%tl =L;
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 The advantage of this grouping is still more plainly
 shown when :

 e -- ----L_- ----

 is written :

 wvhere the accent and the whole character of the
 music become clear.

 Such care in notation is particularly necessary when
 writing in compound time and with complicated
 cross rhythms.

 When groups such as I occur now and then,
 intermingled with groups of it is as well to
 emphasise the difference by dividing the former into
 beats. For instance :

 &c.

 would be more clearly expressed thus :

 Similar splitting up of groups is also advisable when
 in scale-passages there are repeated notes. It tends
 to attract the eye to the fact that the scale-passage is
 not continuous. Compare, e.g.:

 with :

 In examples more complicated than the extremely
 simple ones given above, the advantage to be gained
 by careful division into groups is still more striking.

 Where there are long groups of demisemiquavers,
 or shorter notes, their exact position as regards time
 can be made clear at a glance by a judicious splitting
 up into shorter groups.

 The following passage from Basil Harwood's
 'On May Morning':

 is shown broken up into crotchet groups, quaver
 groups, and semiquaver groups. Note that only
 one line is needed at * and *' because it connects
 quaver groups, whereas two lines are needed at - to
 connect semiquaver groups. But how extremely
 difficult to read would this passage have been if
 printed thus:

 4-0-_

 r_ ?Ir~i C?ICI 1IIlllli Ff

 It is perhaps hardly necessary to say that plain notes
 and dotted notes should never be written on the same
 stem. When any difficulty occurs in giving the two
 notes separate stems it can usually be overcome by
 exercising a little ingenuity. The following phrase:

 could be expressed with advantage in this way:

 The beats can also be shown more clearly by a
 consistent use of rests; but these will be dealt with in
 a later section.

 As an example of how simple passages may be
 made to look difficult by clumsy (but mathematically
 accurate) notation, the following may prove of interest:

 "Penillion Song."
 (Welsh Melody.)

 should have been written:

 and
 Ibid.

 should be:

 We now come to the question of the best system of
 notating such groups as triplets, duplets, &c. There
 would seem to be no recognised rule concerning these,
 but it is evident that readers of music would have
 reason to be grateful if publishers would only
 combine to adopt some logical, easily grasped plan.
 The simplest way of dealing with the matter is to
 remember that the dotted crotchet stands for the
 crotchet-that for all practical purposes these are
 equal. Such a passage as :

 3 3

 is exactly the same in effect as:

 and the latter method of writing (the dotted
 crotchet-unit instead of the crotchet-unit) is adopted
 because it saves the use of the sign '  ,
 and simplifies notation. Note here that a bracket,
 and not a slur, is used with the triplet-indicating
 figuie 3 (see hint, 'Never use slurs to show
 beats'). No bracket, however, is necessary if the

 notes are bound as follows: ,: , 3
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 448 THE MUSICAL TIMES.-Juix i, 1914.

 If, then, we want to write two notes of time value
 equal to the three quavers we express them thus :

 _ - _--I

 still using quavers, and not crotchets, because two
 quavers are equal to the unit ( i ). Similarly, if in
 writing 2-4 time we crush three notes into the space of
 two quavers we again use quavers :

 as three quavers are equal to the unit ( ~ );
 but if we want to crush more notes into the unit
 value, we must always choose notes whose sum
 (without bracket and figure) exceeds the time of the

 note whose value they represent. The following table
 will make this quite clear:

 Semiquavers. * *
 5

 7

 then

 Demisemiquavers. *

 The excerpt from Beethoven's Choral Symphony,
 quoted below as a crucial example of the advantages
 derived from using the crotchet- or dotted-crotchet-
 unit, will form a fitting conclusion to this section :

 Mol/lo vivacc.

 Dotted-minim unit (one ," beat in the bar). Symphcny No. 9 (Op. 125), BEE:TIOVEN. Rinto di tre battute. iilmo di quatto bailute.

 - . . . , --_ _ _-A-t - -0

 I- --M . -p-.-- -

 Let this now be notated with the dotted-crotchet as the unit, and the composer's intentions are sharply
 silhouetted:

 /zbollo vivace.
 Dotted-crotchet-unit (three er beats in the bar).

 i,--.--_-
 - ---- -' -> - - ---- ' ___  -I  -- - '  .... "- .. . ---J -- - --- .. .

 The rhythm is here made apparent; many
 accidentals are found to be redundant and are therefore

 eliminated; the fast single beat in a bar, difficult to
 follow and awkward in execution, is replaced by three
 (or four) ordinary beats; and lastly the necessity for

 Ritmo dc, 6-c., is entirely avoided, and executive
 difficulties are considerably reduced.

 Indeed, there can be little or no doubt that with
 very few exceptions the crotchet- or dotted-crotchet-
 unit is the most suitable for all styles of inusic.

 (To be continued.)

 THE MELODIES OF LUTHER'S HYMNS.

 By ARCHIBALD XV. WVILSON.

 The chorales are the growth of many centuries.
 Gradually, during the Middle Ages, German sacred
 verses-the old Easter Kyiie-songs, translations of
 Latin hymns, metrical paraphrases of parts of the
 liturgy, and the Christmas cradle-songs of the Mystery
 Plays-won their way into the services of the Church.
 Thus at the German Reformation, a spiritual song in
 the popular tongue was already in being, a foundation
 on which the new hymnody might be built. 'I wish,'
 wrote Luther to his friend, Spalatin, in the year 1524,,
 'to make German psalms, that is to say, sacred hymns
 for the people, that the Word of God may dwell among
 them by means of song also.' He therefore set
 himself to revise many of the old spiritual songs,
 giving them a fresh poetic beauty and adapting them
 to the teaching of the Reformed Church. At the

 same time he carried on the work of the past by
 composing new hymns, some of which are translations
 and some are original. After the revision of the
 medieval texts came that of the melodies also, the
 latter often receiving more drastic treatment than the
 former. The melismnata, or groups of notes set to one
 syllable, which are so characteristic of plainsong
 melodies, were simplified and the rhythm more clearly
 defined. In the musical part of his work Luther had the
 assistance of two eminent musicians, Conrad Rupffand
 Johann Walther. The latter has been called the'Asaph'
 or chief musician of the Reformation. He not only
 had a large share in the work of revising the medi eval
 sacred songs, but also composed or arranged melodies
 for many of the new hymns. The first collections of

 texts and melodies-Walther's " Gesangbuch' and the
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